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The new x20 family is available online and at Partner stores, offering an expanded line of surveillance tools with simpler installation, AI-powered
detection and notifications, and more SKUs to address a wider variety of projects.

CHARLOTTE, NC, January 26, 2022 – Snap One has announced that the new Luma x20 family of surveillance products is now available to Partners
online and at Snap One Partner Stores. Previewed at CEDIA 2022, the x20 family features products that are fully NDAA-compliant, deliver the latest
AI-powered security features and provide customers greater peace of mind while simplifying installation and long-term maintenance through full OvrC
integration.

“The Luma x20 launch is an important leap forward as we deliver on our product platform. The Luma experience goes beyond just pieces and parts.
By thoughtfully bringing together hardware (IP cameras and NVRs), configuration and management tools (OvrC), integration (Control4) and the
customer app (Luma View), we are able to deliver an unparalleled experience to Partners and customers,” said G Paul Hess, Chief Product Officer at
Snap One.

The brand new NDAA-compliant x20 product family is the first Luma product line to include full OvrC integration, simplifying processes and client calls
for Partners that can reduce maintenance costs and provide better assurance of 24/7 operation. OvrC also allows for faster setup and can save up to
50% of configuration time. The Luma family of IP cameras are available in bullet, turret, and dome models from 2MP to 8MP resolution with fixed and
varifocal lens options. New features including AI-powered human and vehicle detection, easy video sharing, synchronized multi-channel event
playback, smooth integration with control systems and expanded Color at Night cameras make Luma an even more attractive option for all Partners
and all types of homes and small businesses.

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2flink.mediaoutreach.meltwater.com%2fls%2fclick%3fupn%3dXhFWeeCKzd7BLieMcLzwFuWV6W3zqi6QZFplJ-2FN7NUk-3DY2mF_tN0j2bXf5PlAIJm8wjiAocTXKrYHtJpQhDaohzyiUeE9ArOFcUulgIgY7g3MUw7pQ4O3y5VHLRbPNCZVqyMB4hbI94Q8EB-2F-2Fa5FljMh24VWov9n9BeO8RNL-2Byr1sa7-2BZqAo-2FZx92WR44x339KtU6CU3ky5tsZ60-2BhPLTOna-2Bsq2rnAZKad0bAh-2BbfjxRwSMTV5xd9QLxaXR0doCxSzb91lwFCqJvltRhKZOAYY29lrHSgJ6j7yEpIbgGXacs41Bb0puf-2B91zmoV9tGPI1dhIWKYrWvQOTKC4y6-2Bl7t-2FUvCMWk-2F9IcGWiU7CDTTpllGCd3SdHUlcrV15yxePvskY3U99HE-2BCM2kYDUAcMY-2BAohLlb9hiunnwL-2FaGvTVXwgsThQrEuQGjZIPQmUtJFKozdDg-3D-3D&c=E,1,xW00PTP1a-vgExLSQWbGkDS8OiLwYTVqmHgFy4p8eDT9SleDVP5Fl-beHI6KgKb8rWO6uByzAwok4NfmFxC4CcHYU5S941D1Lh73T6IhCou93hq8UZP8PQ,,&typo=1


“Many customers are now turning to AI-powered security systems to personalize their home safety with more intelligent and flexible options to fit their
lifestyle needs. With the availability of the Luma x20 family, Partners can now provide an advanced line of home and business surveillance tools that
feature human and vehicle AI technology based on machine learning algorithms. Customers will also enjoy automatic video stream configuration in
Control4, with enhanced camera views as well as a new suite of surveillance features, including live thumbnails and a new single-camera view with
settings in Control4,” added Liu. “Additionally, the new Luma x20 cameras are up to 30% more compact than previous models, providing a more sleek
and discreet design,” said Forest Liu Senior Director of Product Management for Surveillance at Snap One.

The new Luma View app features AI-filtered events, allows saving and sharing clips, lets users scrub synchronized event footage and provides them
with enhanced connectivity security between mobile devices and the surveillance system. The Luma x20 experience with Luma View includes
AI-enabled human and vehicle detection that triggers instant push notifications through the Luma View app and connected control systems.

Luma x20 NVRs now offer commercial customers and large homes ample storage with the ability to hold up to 14 terabytes per hard drive bay.
Carrying the full power of OvrC, the Luma x20 line can be managed through a single interface, eliminating confusion and enabling rapid issue
resolutions. OvrC is a revolutionary cloud-based remote systems monitoring and management solution that provides 24/7 system data and
accessibility to technicians anywhere in the world, so minor issues can be remedied immediately without requiring expensive truck rolls and man
hours.

For more information on Luma, click here. For high-res images, click here.

About Snap One 

As a leading manufacturer and distributor of smart living technology, Snap One empowers its vast network of professional integrators to deliver
entertainment, connectivity, automation, and security solutions to residential and commercial end users worldwide. Snap One distributes an expansive
portfolio of proprietary and third-party products through its intuitive online portal and local branch network, blending the benefits of e-commerce with
the convenience of same-day pickup. The company provides software, award-winning support, and digital workflow tools to help its integrator partners



build thriving and profitable businesses. Additional information about Snap One can be found at snapone.com.
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